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The Director-General submits to the Board for information the following note 

of decisions taken by the General Assembly of the United Nations during the first 

part of its seventh session，and by the Economic and Social Council, "which relate 

to the work of the organization, 

1. Regular Programmes 

1.1 Development and concentration of efforts in the social field 

Resolution 535(VI) of the General Assembly on 七 is subject was reported to 

the Yiforld Health Assembly in document A5/8; resolution 434.A (XIV) of ECOSOC is 

ttie subject of document EB11/62. 

1.2 Standards of living 

Resolution 434pA (XIV) of the Council deals in part m t h the Preliminary 

Report on the World Social Situation m t h Special Reference to Standards of 

Living
#
 In résolution 434.В (XIV)， which relates to standards of living, the 

Council requested the United Nations and the specialized agencies concerned to 

co-operate in convening a group 'of experts to report on the most satisfactory 

methods of defining and measuring standards of living and changes therein in the 

various countries, having regard to the possibility of international comparisons 

•.黎•”• The Director-General proposes to comply with this request within the limits 

set by the approved programme and budget,, 

1.3 Integrated economic and social development 

The resolution adopted by the General Assembly on 20 December 1952 calls to 

the attention of Member States and. of ECOSOC the desirability of framing integrated 

programmes, taking into account the various economic and social conditions and 

factors of their mutual relationships^ 



1»4 Joint Programmes developed through the Administrative Committee on 
Go-ordination 

Water Control and Utilization. Resolution 417 (XXV) rf the Council, on 

water control and utilization and the development of arid land, calls for the 

promotion and cso-ordination of international activities to secure the maximum 

contribution to economic development throu^i the effective development, control 

and use of water resources and üie study of the problems presented by arid zones. 

The Secretary-General is requested to report periodically to the Council on the 

progress of these activities. Consultations for this purpose have been under-

taken through the ACC。 The Director-General considers that the approved programme 

of WHO, particularly the parts relating to environmental sanitation and the control 

of communicable diseases, and the collaboration already initiated with FAO, 

UNESCO, the Bank and other UN organizations, will enable the Organization to 

fulfil the obligation placed on it by this resolution. 

World Conference on Population. The Council decided, in resolution 

435 (XIV) on the World Conference on Population, that this Conference should be 

held in 1954, with the co-operation of interested specialized a辟ncies, and that 

it should be devoted solely to the exchange of ideas and experience on population 

among experts in the field concerned. 

Long-range Activies for Children» In resolution 434.E (XIV) on family 

and child welfare, the Council recommended, inter alia， that governments 

take appropriate' steps to develop integrated programmes along the lines proposed 

in the twelfth report of the ACC to ECOSOC,
1

 and that the international pro) 

gramme concentrate attention on nutrition. 

Housing. Resolution 434.1 (XIV) of ECOSOG recommends the development of 

long-term national plans for housing and town and country planning, and in-

creased international assistance to national programmes through the Expanded 

Programme of Technical Assistance for Economic Development. 

Document A5/9, page 1% Long-range Activities for Children. 



2, Report of the Commission on the Status of Wcmen 

Resolution 445 (XIV) of the Councii on deprivation women of. certain . 

essential human rights was adopted en the recommendation of the Commission on 

the Status of Women, At the request cf the Commission, WHO gave a technical 
1 

opinion, in a closed meeting, en the question at issue. The Director-

General considers that no action is required of WHO under the above resolution. 

3 , Critical Shortage of Insecticides. 

In resolution 422 (XIV) the Council commended the report of the Working 

party on Insecticides (WHO document A5/40 and resolutions WHA5:29 and WHA.5^30 

of the Fifth World Health Assembly, and UN document E / 2 1 8 3 )j and decided that 

if the situation changes significantly it will consider again the need for a 

further meeting of the working party. 

4 , Increase in Food Production and Food and Famine. 

The resolution adopted by the Cfeneral Assembly on 22 December 1952 calls 

the attention of EGOSOC, the specialized agencies concerned and the Technical 

Assistance Board to the increased need for co-ordinated and joint action to 

increase food production^ and. requests that ECOSOC include in its annual 

reports à special section on the action of the United Nations and the specialized 

agencies on this problem<, 

Resolution 525 (VI) of the General Assembly, on food and famine, was 

communicated to the Fifth Health Assembly in document A 5 / 8 . The Council con-

sidered the report prepared ty the Secretary-General in consultation with FAO 

and WHO (UN document E/2292) and approved, in resolution 425 (XIV) procedures 

for international action in the evenl of emergency famines arising from natural 

causes. The Dire сtor-General considers that the action which would be required 

of ШЮ under this resolution can be carried out as part of its established co-

operation with the United Nations and FAO under the regular programme and, "where 

appropriate, the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance for Economic 

Development. 

1

 UN document E/2237. 



Exercising strict control over the manufacture and therapeutic 
of these substances : and 

(e) Making regulations to ensure that all packages contaning a 
synthetic narcotic drug should be clearly marked with a double red 
line so that they may Ъе identified by the competent services^" 

5m Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories» 

A report on co-operation with the Committee of the General Assembly on 

information from Non-Self-Governing Territories is submitted to the Board under 

Item 24 of its Agenda, document EBll/23^ • 

6» Drugs Liable to Produce Addiction 

Two sections of the Council's resolution 436 (XIV) on narcotic drugs 

concern WHO directly. They are as follows t 

Control of Synthetic Narcotic Drugs 

"The Economic and Social Council, 

11

 Noting that the use of synthetic narcotic drugs is developing rapidly, 
and that production of these drugs already exceeds that of irprphine in-
tended for consumption as such, 

Thanks the Permanent Central Opium Board, the Supervisory Body and 
World Health Organization for the vigilance they have exercised in 
regard to these substances; , 

M

2# Endorses the re commendations of the World Health Organization, the 
Permanent Central Opium Board and the Supervisory Body, contained res-
pectively in the Official Records of the YJorld Health Organization, 
No. 19 (1949) and in dociments E/OB/7 and E/DSB/9 of 1951J 

"3* Requests the Secretary-General to draw the attention of governments 
to the desirability, should they not already have done so, ofj 

."(a) Bringing all synthetic narcotic drugs under their national 
legislation on narcotic drugs as soon as they appear; 

"(b) Acceding without delay to the Protocol of 19 November 1948; 

n

(c) Limiting their estimates to medical and scientific require-
ments • 
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Communication to Governments of Findings of the World HeáL th 
Organization "tinder Article 8 of the 3.925 Convention, as Amended 
by the"l946 Protocol

 — 

"The Economic and Social Council^ 

"Considering that its function under article 8 of the International 
Opium Convention signed at Geneva on 19 February 1925， as amended by the 
Protocol of 11 December 1946 is merely administrative in character, 

"Authorizes the Secretary-General to act in its behalf in transmitting 
to governments the findings made thereunder by the World Health Organization. 

Section E of this resolution, on the Problem of the coca leaf, provides for a 

pilot study of this problem in Bolivia and Ecuador. 

7 . • Economic Development of Under-Developed Areas 

The decisions of the General Assembly during the first part of its 

seventh session, and the ECOSOC at its fourteenth session, on economic develop-

ment and on the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance will be reported in 

connection with Item 9 of the Agenda-

8. Co—ordination 

8.1. - Report of WHO， Resolution 448 (XIV) of ECOSOC on the report of the ？/НО 

is as follows: 

"The Economic and Social Council . 

!,

1
#
 Takes note with appreciation of the annual report submitted by the 

World 一 H e a l t h Organization to the United Nations (E/2239 and Add.l-3)J 

Notes with approval the priority status given to the development 
of effective public health services and health training programmes; 

"3* Commends the Organization for the adoption of the International 
Sanitary Regulations and for ;ле publication of the first vol\ome 
of the International Pharmacopoeia； 

n

4 . Contends the Organization for its excellent record in providing 
assistance in connexion with health prograiranes in the Republic of 
Korea and for the Palestine refugees." 



8.2 Co-ordination of the Work of the United Nations and the Specialized 
Agencies. 

Resolution 451 (XIV) adopted by the Council is as follows î 

"The Economic and Social Council 

"Having noted the report submitted by its Co-ordination Committee 
(E/2306), and the communication from the Advisory Committee on Adminis-
"brative and Budgetary Questions appended thereto， 

”1. Expresses satisfaction "with the progress made in the past year 
towards more effective co-ordination of the work of the United Nations 
and the specialized agencies, and urges continued efforts in this 
direction. 

"2, Adopts the statement on United Nations priority programmes contained 
in that report (paragraphs 9 and. 10 as amended) j 

"3. Approves the recommendations of the Coordination Committee concerning 
the review of programmes (paragraphs 11—15); 

"4* Expresses its appreciation to the Advisory Committee on Administrative 
and Budgetary Questions for the valuable observations it has submitted in 
response to the Council

1

s request3 and 

"5. Requests the Se ere tary- General to bring these observations to the 
attention of the specialized agencies and the organs of the United 
Nations concerned for appropriate action." 

In the discussion of this item the Council т/vas informed of the action 

taken by YiHO pursuant to resolution 413(V) of the General Assembly on concen-

tration of effort and resources 

The Board will remember that the Council, after examining the question 

of priorities during a number of its sessions,, decided at its eleventh session 

to adopt the criteria to -which reference is made in the Report of the Co-

ordination Committee
y
 see annex, paragraph 9(b), The Fourth World Health 

Assembly noted that these criteria are in general accord with the policy of 

1

 Off. Rec. World Hlth Org. 38^ UN documents E/2239 Add. 1-3 and E/AC24/L72. 



WHO i but pointed out that quantitatively demonstrable results are not always 
11 ^ 

obtainable in public health pro grammes•. The priorities now adopted by the 

Council aré formulated in broad terms} they appear to imply no modification 

in the place allotted to health programmes in the work of the UN system, nor 

do they suggest any need to consider modifications of the policies or programme 

of the Organization, 

Off. Ree. World Hlth Org. page 10 



A N N E X 

I RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS CONTAINED IN THE REPORT OF THE CO-ORDINATION COMMITTEE
1 

United Nations priority programmes 

9. Thé Committee re comme nds to the Council for adoption the following statement 

on United Nations priority programmes: 

(a) The Economic and Social Council reiterates the need for priorities to 

be established for the successful carrying out of the economic and social work of 

the United Nations and the ^ecialized agencies. Only by concentrating the 

limited resources now available on tasks of primary importance for the realization 

of the objectives of the Charter can international action hope to achieve really 

substantial results. 

(b) With this aim，at its eleventh session, the Council established certain 

criteria for priorities which would provide for each of the organs of the United 

Nations and the specialised agencies concerned a common approach 七о the valuation 

of priorities between programmes and between projects m t h i n these programmes. A 

year later, at its.thirteenth session》 the Council noted with satisfaction that 

these criteria had been employed profitably by its commissions as well as by 

specialized agencies in clarifying and concentrating their programmes for 1952. 

(c) At the same time
5
 it was felt that general reconmiendations by the . 

Council as regards broad programmes and objectives which should receive special 

emphasis would be of value in guiding the organs of the United Nations and the 

specialized agencies in establishing their respective programme priorities; and it 

was decided to include the question of "The adoption of United Nations priority 

programmes" in the agenda of the present session. 

(d) The Council has now considered proposals submitted by the ACO and by 

several delegations for the adoption of a few priority programmes on which efforts 

and re sources might be concentrated, and has established a tentative list of six 

major priority programmes, which in turn have been divided into contributory 

programmes• 

UN document E/2306 as amended at the Council
!

s 662nd meeting 



(e) This list was drawn up subject to the consideration that one overriding 

objective should be kept in view at all times, namely the economic and social 

development of under-developed areas. This over-all priority should apply to all 

of the programmes listed below, particularly to those in connexion with increased 

food production and distribution, and increased production in fields other than 

food (see paragraphs 10 A and B). 

(f) It should be noted that neither the six major priority programmes nor 

the several contributory programmes have been listed in order of relative importance, 

but by subject-matter. Although listed separately, these programmes should be 

considered as interdependent and mutually complementary. 

(g) The list of contributory programmes was approved by majority decisLon. 

The USSR delegation, supported by some other delegations, proposed alternative 

formulations and additional programmes which may be found in document Еде.24/L.74. 

Other delegations, including the delegations of Argentina, Mexico and the United 

Kingdom^ expressed doubts as to the ultimate usefulness of a detailed list of 

programme priorities» 

(h) In selecting these major headings, the Council has received with 

appreciation the recommendations regarding priorities contained in the tenth and 
2 

eleventh reports of the ACC. Among the se proposals, the Council has taken 

careful note of the urgent importance of the relief and rehabilitation programme 

in Korea and the programme of assistance to Palestine refugees and the need for 

contributions to these programmes by the United Nations and certain of the 

specialized agencies. It has not, however, listed the Korean and Palestinian 

programmes among those of world-mde scope and relatively long-range character, in 

view of their limitations both in area and duration. 

(i) The Council recogiizes that the priorities listed will not apply to some 

urgent problems of particular regions which may call for special measures. It is 

further to be noted that this list i s not a comprehensive list which attempts to 

cover all the activities of the United Nations and the specialized agencies, but 

is rather a list of major activities on which efforts should be further concentrated; 

indeed, a great part of the activities of a continuing nature, including the 

services designed to organize on the international level collaboration between 

UN documents E/2161 and Corr.l and E/2203 



specialists and technicians, have necessarily not been mentioned.. Nor does the 

list refer to methods and techniques which are essential in the implementation of 

most of these programmes, i.e. forms of technical assistance including advisory 

social welfare services and improvement of public administration, as well as 

scientific exchanges, statistics, basic re search on standards of living, etc. 

(j) The Council requests the functional and regional commissions to appraise 

their programmes in the light of the priority programmes outlined below, and in so 

far as feasible, to give special emphasis to projects likely to contribute directly 

to the fulfilment of these priority pro grannie s. The Council invites the specialized 

agencies to keep the priorities suggested below in mind, when reviewing and formu-

lating their programmes. It invites their comments with regard to the se priorities. 

(k) The Council recognizes that both the coirimissions and the specialized 

agencies are engaged in certain programmes that are not listed herein. The Council 

realizes that mâny of these programmes are of great importance and must be 

maintained. 

(l) The Council, bearing in mind its resolution 402 В III (XIII), urges its 

subsidiary bodies and the specialized agencies to take into account the suggested 

priorities, both in reviewing existing projects and in particular when initiating 

any new projects. 

(ra) The Council requests commissions and specialized agencies to include in 

their next reports to the Council infomation on the action they have taken in this 

direction, so that the Council may review the situation at its next suinmer session. 

3 

10. List o£ priority programmes in the economic and social fields 

A. Increased food production and distribution 
Increased food production: 

(a) Better control, management and multiple utilization of land and water 

resources, including the development of arid zones; 

(b) Improved economic incentives for agricultural producers and workers; 

It should be noted that neither the six major priority programmes nor the 
several contributoiy programmes have been listed in the order of 
importance, but by subje et matter 



(c) Land reforms in connexion with general economic development plans； 

(d) Campaigns against plant and animal diseases. 

Improved utilization of food production: 

(a) Improved distribution of food products; 

(b) Promotion of better conservation methods, particularly in regard to 

storage; 

(c) Processing of food products within the countries of origin and 

dissemination of technical advances in such processing. 

B. Increased production in fields other than food 

(a) Promotion of industrial development and of the improvement of production 

techniques; 

(b) The training of management and workers, including vocational education 

and guidance; 

(c) With a view to the utilization of the natural resources of a country, 

the expediting of the establishment of plans and development projects in heavy 

and light industry^ transport, power and related fields; 

(d) Expediting of the planning and e^Dloratiôn of means of financing such 

projects; 

(e) Development of incentives, institutions and attitudes favourable to 

increased productivity. 

C* Measures for promoting domestic full employment and economic stability 

•within an expanding econoriiy 

(a) Action designed to achieve and maintain full employment; 

(b) Promotion of measures for the control of inflation or deflation; 

(c) Promotion of a steady growth of international trade, with due regard 

to achieving an equilibrium in international accounts; 



⑷ Adoption of measures to increase the export by the e'conomically 

developed countries of industrial equipment and other capital goods essential to 

the development of the under-developed countries.
4 

D. Acceleration of welfare, social security and basic public health programmas 

(a) Promotion of welfare and social security programmess 

Social insurance and related measures¿ extension of social insurance and 

provision of assistance in old age, disablement and sickness; 

Improved labour standards; ̂  

Strengthening of national programmes for family and child welfare; 

Extension of housing programmes and assistance in the provision of housing 

for people in lower income brackets; 

(b) Promotion of basic public health programmes: 

Strengthening of public health programmes; 

Prevention and œ n t r o l of the major communicable diseases; 

(c) Assistance in community development and organization, with special 

emphasis on the problems of adaptation of under-developed or transplanted 

communities to the conditions of modern life. 

E. Development of education and science 

(a) Free and compulsory elementary education; 

(b) Fundamental education for those without formal schooling; 

(c) Education for a better understanding of the principles, purposes 

and methods of international co-operation; 

. T h e original text submitted by the Co-ordination Committee contained the words: 
as well as the export by the under-developed countries of the raw materials 

essential to the economic life of the industrialized countries" after the words «of 
the under-developed countries". • 5 

second amendment (E/L.453) consisted in the addition of the words 丨丨 e x t e n s i o n 
of social insurance and provision of assistance in old age, disablement and sickness" 
after "Social insurance and related measures". 



(d) Accessibility of education and cultural life to all sections of the 

population; 

(e) Scientific education and research. 

F, Formulation and wider observance of human rights 

(a) Fuller dissemination of the Universal Declaration of Human R i ^ t s and 

completion of the covenants on human rights; 

(b) Promotion of human rights and their observance, including elimination of 

forced lab our ̂  of restrictions on freedom of association, and of all discriminatory 

measures referred to in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; 

(c) Promotion of freedom of information and of the Press. 

Review of programmes of the United Nations and the specialized agencies 

11. In reviewing the 1953 programmes from the point of view of the implementation 

of the Council's re solution 402 В 工 I (XIII), the Committee was' pleased to note the 

efforts made by the commissions concerned to follow the Council's recommendations 

as well as the efforts made by the specialized agencies to indicate in so far as 

practicable the major shifts in emphasis in their programmes and their major 

priorities for the following year. The Committee also received with appreciation 

the infoimation concerning priorities which United Nations emergency agencies such 

as UNICEF, UNKRA and UNRWA had submitted, 

12. The Committee recommends that the Council should continue to review each year 

the programmes of the United Nations and the specialized agencies, and to this end 

should ask its commissions, the specialized agencies and the emergency agencies 

to review annually their future programmes in accordance with the procedures 

outlined under Council resolution 402 В 工工（ X I I I〉 i n so far as these procedures are 

applicable. It further recommends that the Council should invito the specialized 

agencies, in so far as practicable^ to report to it, in a special section of their 

annual reports to the United Nations, on any major shifts in emphasis in their 

programmes and any major priorities they may have established for the following year, 

13. It will be noted that the Council w o u ü thus be requesting that programmes be 

reviewed in the light of the existing criteria for priorities and procedures for 

establishing such priorities as well as in the light of the United Nations priority 

programmes, outlined above in paragraph 10. 



14. The Go-ordination Committee has found that it is difficult to review 

effectively the action taken by the agencies and commissions regarding priorities 

without reopening substantive discussion of their reports. In order to avoid this, 

the Committee accordingly recommends the following procedure for the future: 

(a) Discussion of the action taken by the functional and regional commissions 

of the Council and by the specialized agencies concerning the establishment of 

priorities should take place when the reports of the se commissions and agencies 

are considered at plenary meetings of the Council or the Economic and Social 

Committees of the Council;
 л 

(b) The Secretariat should summarize the views thus expressed on the question 

of priorities in those meetings and bring them to the attention of the Co-ordination 

Committee； 

(c) The Co-ordination Committee should take these views into account when 

drawing general conclusions regarding the effect given to the resolutions of the 

Council and General Assembly regarding priorities and when making any recommenda-

tions in this connexion. 

15. In pursuance of the Council's resolution 402 В (.XIII) and the General Assembly's 

resolution 533 (VI), the Secretaiy-General extended on behalf of. the President of 

the Economic and Social Council an invitation to the Advisory Committee on 

Administrative and Budgetary Questions to provide the Oouncil with any observations 

on administrative and budgetary co-ordination between the United Nations and the 

specialized agencies which might, in its opinion, assist the Council in its task of 

revi e m ng the 195 3 programme s of the United Nations and the specialized agencies. 

The Co-ordination Committee received with appreciation the communication from the 

Advisory Committee conveying its preliminary observations, and considering these 

observations to be valuable and helpful in improving such co-ordination, decided 

to append the Advisory Committeefs communication to its own report (appendix). 

It recommends to the Council that it request the Secretaiy-General to bring the 

observations of the Advisory Committee to the attention of the specialized agencies 

and the organs of the United Nations concerned for appropriate action. 



APPENDIX 

COMMUNICATION FROM THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATIVE AND BUDGETART QUESTIONS 

The Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Cuestione has considered 

a communication, under reference number SG 8/14/01 oi>26 June 1952, in "which the 

Committee is invited by the President of the Economic and Social Council to provide 

the Council at its present session with any observations on administrative and 

budgetary co-ordination between the United Nations and the specialized agencies 

whidh, in its opinion, would assist the Council in its task of reviewing the 1953 

programmes of the United Nations and the specialized agencies. 

2 . A common task has been laid upon the Economic and Social Council and the 

Advisory Committee by the General Assembly in resolution 413 (V) of 1 December 1950 

on the concentration of effort and resources, as well as in subsequent General 

Assembly resolution 533 (VI) of 4 February 1952. The Advisory Committee has also 

taken careful note of Economic and Social Council resolution 402 В (XIII) of 17 

September 1951, by which the Council transmitted to it, for information and 

appropriate action, the report of the Co-ordination Committee (E/2121) on the review 

of the programmes of the United Nations and the specialized agencies in 1952, 1953 

and subsequent years, 

3» The Advisory Committee has previously signified its desire to respond to the 

demand of the General Assembly by lending every possible assistance to the Council 

on those aspects of the matter which fall within the Committee
1

 s jurisdiction^ 

Its position was defined in a memorandum (AC/286) transmitted to the Council on 12 

July 1951： 

"•. , it is not the desire of the Advisory Committee to ario gate to 

itself authority to deal with matters of policy as such, in connexion 

with the substance of proposed programmes/ The Committee does, however, 
i 

regard it as within its jurisdiction to consider the financial implica-

tions of such matters, and the possible repercussions on the total 

expenditure of the United Nati ons and the specialized agencies" • 

4 . Subject to the limitation indicated above
3
 the Coirariittee offers in the 

attached annex a series of conmients on administrative and financial questions arising 

out of the activities of the United Nati ons and the specialized agencies. Its 



further comments will form part of two reports, the first to be made available 

during August next 一 on the 1953 United Nations budget, the second to appear in 

October next 一 on the administrative budgets of the specialized agencies for 1953. 

CONCENTRATION OF EFFORT AND RESOURCES 

(Observations submitted by the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary 
Que sti oris ) 

1. The Advisory Committee again calls attention to paragraph 1 of General 

Assembly resolution 411 (V), in which the specialized agencies are urged to 

stabilize their regular budgets by the elimination or deferment of less urgent 

projects. The adoption of measures of administrative and budgetary co-ordination 

is of little value in the absence of a will to conform to the General Assembly
r

s 

recommendation concerning budgetary stabilization. 

2. The Advisory Committee notes that the Co-ordination Committee of the Council 

has now drawn up, for submission to the Council itself, a tentative list of United 

Nations programme priorities. Thé Committee hopes that this list "will assist all 

organs concerned in concentrating their programmes, and trusts that the Council will 

bring this list to the attention of the Conferences and Governing Bodies of the 

specialized agencies. The Committee proposes to devote, during the annual 

examination of the budget estimates for the United Nations and specialized agencies, 

and as far as practicable, special attention to the question of whether and if so, 

to what extent programme priorities have been reflected in those estimates. 

3* Gene ral Assembly resolution 533 В (VI) lays down a procedure for ensuring 

closer scrutiny by the Council and its commissions of the financial implications of 

new projects and "commends to the consideration of the specialized agencies, so far 

•as their constitutional processes will permit, the adoption of similar procedures". 

It would be useful if the specialized agencies could indicate in their next annual 

report to the United Nations what action they may have taken in this matter. 

4. Certain of the commissions, for example, the Social Commission and the three 

regional commissions, have listed in their programmes of work the relative priori-

ties in the manner recommended by the Council at its thirteenth session. While 

the Council has recognized that its recommendations were not equally applicable 

to all commissions and agencies, the Advisory Committee considers it useful^ from a 

budgetary point of view, of other coiTimissions as well as the specialized agencies 



could indicate which are the projects m t h i n their programmes which have a 

relatively low priority and could therefore be deferred or eliminated if resources 

were inadequate. 

Several commissions and agencies including some of those which have adopted 

the procedure for priority classification of projects recommendod by the Council 

have a very large number of priority projects. This sub-division of programmes 

tends to defeat the purpose which is constantly in view, namely the concentration 

of effort and resources upon work of primary importance. The attention of the 

specialized agencies is called to General Assembly resolution 310 (IV) concerning 

"the proliferation of activities and the multiplicity of projects and programmes". 

6. While in the nature of the case the recommendations of the Council are 

addressed primarily to programmes rather than the priorities of items within those 

programmes, the Committee emphasizes the important duty falling upon the Secretary-

General under resolution 533 В (VI) of the General Assembly of making to the 

Economic and Social Council and to its functional and regional commissions suitable 

suggestions as regards these priorities. This will involve consideration of the 

relative priority of items within programmes with a view to the deferment of low 

priority activities, 

7. The increasingly elaborate process required for the purposes of inter-agoncy 

(including the United Nations)-consultation in programme matters as well as constant 

increase in the number of meetings dealing with matters of concern to a number of 

agencies have tended greatly to increase the expenditure for travel by international 

officials. The Advisoiy Committee suggests that: (a) where travel is involved, 

"representation" should only be undertaken if the agenda of a meeting renders such 

representation essential； (b) inter-secretariat consultations which cannot be 

conducted by mail or cable should be held so far as possible through and at the 

regular meetings of the ACC and its Preparatory Committee; (c) where a special 

meeting for the purpose of inter-agency consultation is necessary, it should, as 

far as possible, be synchronized m t h key meetings at which representatives of 

several agencies must in any case be present/ for example, sessions of the General 

Assembly, or the Economic and Social Oouncil, or the agency conferences; or m.th 

the meetings of the commissions or other bodies dealing with the particular subject 

at issue, e. g.. statistical consultations between secretariats during sessions of 



the Statistical Commission; (d) representation of the United Nations and agencies 

should be reduced in numbers; possibly by assigning to delegates responsibility 

in more than one field; (e) the possibility of utilizing fie Id staff located near 

the si te of meetings should be carefully considered in each instance. 

8. The Committee suggests: (a) that the Oouncil should consider, in consultation 

with the specialized agencies, whether the annual volume of documentation required 

by it from， or in respect of, the agencies might be reduced, by the utilization 

of summaries and by the preparation of dual-purpose reports. The experience of 

national governments with similar problems might be helpful; and (b) that 

conferences, whether annual or biennial, should be "staggered^ in aich a way as to 

make the best use of available conference staff and facilities in Burope. 

9. Although the specialized agencies and the commissions have taken note of the 

criteria for priorities drawn up by the Council at its eleventh session, the 

Advisory Committee is not in a position to know whether these have been used fully 

and consistently by all the bodies concerned in deciding upon projects to be 

undertaken. It suggests that future reports by agencies and commissions should 

include particular references to the follomng criteria: 

(i) Has full account been taken of work already carried out in this field 

by other organizations brought into relationship with the United Nations? 

(ii) Have the possibilities of action or financing from sources other than 

the United Nations and specialized agencies beon fully explored? 

(iii) Is the organ or agency concerned best suited to undertake the proposed 

action? 

(iv) Are the results likely to be significant in relation to the outlay of 

effort and financial resources? 

(V) Will the proposed action farther significantly the total effort of the 

United Nations and the specialized agencies for the promotion of economic and 

social objectives outlined in the Charter? 

(vi) "What is the impact on normal activities of the work which it is proposed 

to undertake on behalf of another organization? 
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工. INTRODUCTION 

1. The Administrative Committee on Co-ordination held its fifteenth session at 

United Nations headquarters on 10 October 1952， the necessary groundwork for the 

session having been undertaken by the Preparatory Committee of deputies in meetings 

held in July, in the course of the Economic and Social Council session, and on 6, 7 

and 8 October. 

2. Members present were г Mr, Trygve Lie, Secretary-General of the United Nations 

(Chairman) j Mr. David A. Morse, Director-General ox ILO; Mr Norris E. Dodd, 

Director-General of FAO； Dr. Brock Ghisholm, Director-General of 1H0¿ 

Mr. Eugene R, Black, President of the International Bankj Mr. Ivar Rooth, Managing 

Director of the Fund； Mr. Edward lïarner, President of the Council of 工GAOj 

Dr, John Taylorj Deputy Director-General of UNESCO (representing Dr. Torres-Bodet) 

and Dr. F. ¥• Reichelderf er, President of ШЮ. Others present included: 

Mr. A D K. Owen, Chairman of TAB； Mr. G» Georges-Picot, Assistant Secretary•—General 

in charge of the Departments of Economic Affairs and Social Affairs j Mr, Martin Hill, 

Director of Co-ordination for Specialized Agencies and Economic and Social Matters, 

United Nations； Mr Maurice Pate, Executive Director of UNICEFj and representatives 

of UNKEil and UNRll 

3. The ACC proposes to hold its sixteenth session in May 1953 after which it will 

make a full report to the Council for consideration at its summer session. The 

following is therefore a progress report on work being undertaken by the ACC, for the 

information of the members of the Council and the appropriate organs of the 

specialized agencies. 
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工工. PROGRAISüE MATTERS 

Programme matters relating to economic and social development 

4. The ACC has studied^ in the light of the discussions at the Council
1

 s last 

session^ the list of programme priorities dravm up by the Council and also the various 

résolutions relating to economic and social development adopted at that session. 

The list of programme priorities is specifically subject to the consideration "that 

one over-riding objective should be kept in vierr at all times, namely the economic 
í • ' 

and social devolopment of under-developed areas" 一 a topic previously proposed by the 

ACC as one which should receive very special emphasis. 

5. These studies have underlined the inter-relationship and inter-dependence of 

the world
1

 s major economic and social problems The problem of raising the standard 

of living in vast areas now suffering from, poverty and lack of essential skills and 

equipmentj the problems of maintaining full employment and economic stability； the 

further complexities arising from the re-emergence of important sources of industrial 

production and the rapid growth of population in many parts of world; all these 

problems are so inter-dependent that they can be solved only in conjiinction one -uvith 

the other. The measures to be taken in these fields must be dovetailed and -
. . . . . . . . • • 

harmonized so that progress achieved in each field will facilitate progress in the 

others • 
. . . • ,. : . ... • -‘： .. •• 

6. Despite all current difficulties，the irarld is in many respects better placed 

to meet the challenge of this situation than ever before in its history. The nature 

of the problems involved is far better understood； the techniques available to meet 

them have been greatly improved； and there is more agreement as to general policies 

than has existed hitherto• At the international level, the family of United Nations 

organizations provides new possibilities for mobilizing the resources and efforts of 

the vhole international community to meet the varied problems of particular areas and 

to tackle the g r i d ' s inter—related economic and social problems as a vâiole. 
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7. The ACG proposes to report more fully on these matters to the Council's summer 

session. In the meantime
5
 in conformity T i lth the practice which the Council has found 

helpful in the past, it wishes to comment briefly on certain of the major problems of 

‘ economic and social development^ ?iith particular reference to the activities of the 

United Nations and the specialized agencies. 

(a) financing of economic development 

8. Of the various aspects of economic development "with which the United Nations and 

specialized agencies are concerned, one to which particular attention was given by the 

Economic and Social Council, is the question of financing. The General Assembly, in 

resolution 528 (VI), had requested the Economic and Social Council to prepare a detailed 

plan for the setting up of a special fund to assist in the financing of economic 

development through grants-in-aid and long-term, low-interest loans. The Economic and 

Social Council finding itself unable to adopt this plan during its fourteenth session 

requested the Secretary—General to appoint a special group of experts who are to draft 

such a plan. This group of experts is norr in process of constitution. At the same 

time^ efxorts are being made to explore tho possibility of establishing an international 

finance corporation to promote the financing of productive private enterprise either 

through loans irithout government guarantees， through equity investments or by other 

methods intended for the same purpose。 In accordance with Council resolution 

368 ( X I I I t h e s e explorations have been entrusted to the International Bank for 

Reconstruction and Development. The Bank submitted a report on this subject to the 

fourteenth session of the Economic and Social Council, After discussing this report, 

the Council commcnded the Bank and requested it t o continue its further examination 

into the matter and to report the results and the action it has taken to the Council 

during 1953. Moreover, the Council at its fourteenth session, discusscd fiscal incentive 

to increase the international flow ox private capital for the economic development of 

under-developed countries and in its resolution 416 D (XIV) referred this subject to 

the Fiscal Commission for further study. 

9. Pending further reports on this particular aspect of economic development， no 
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comment from the ACG would seem to be called for. In this matter close contact will 

be maintained between the United Nations and the agencies concerned Yilth the various 

aspects of this problem. Co-operation between those agencies particularly concerned 

is being progressively developed. 

(b) Productivity 

10. Since nan can consume only what is produced, the increase in productivity is a 

key factor in the maintenance and advancement of standards of living. 

11.. The General Assembly expressed the view (resolution 522 (VI)) that "to ensure 

more rapid economic progress in the world as a whole, closer international co-operation 

is required to facilitate the best use of the world's manpower resources, natural 

resources and productive equipment" and requested the Council "to study the varying 

ways in which the productivity of peoples everywhere can be increased by the 

application of existing scientific and technological knowledge".. Acting on this 

recommendation, the Council, after having nade a series of recomaendations to 

governments regarding measures aimed at increasing productivity, requested the . 

Secretary-General, in consultation with the specialized agencies concerned, "to 

arrange for the continuation of studies concerning the problem of raising p r o d u c t ü t y 

in under-developed countries particularly in such fields as agriculture, manufacture, 

mining, transport, construction industries and distributive trades, and for thé pre-

paration of Trorlcing papers dealing with the problems of raising productivity in 

.relation to pro
S
raiinmes for the expansion of production in these fields, as well as a 

working paper dealing xvith the role of labour in any prog ranime for increasing 

productivity . 

12. The United Nations and many of the specialized agencies are concernéd in a 

major degree with this problem. The United Nations is actively engaged in the 

promotion of national economic development programes and of national and international 

policies to increase productivity. The ILO is engaged in work on many aspects of 

productivity including action to bring about improved utilization of labourj • 

management training； various social questions such as the share of Trorlcors in the 

gains from higher productivity； as well as international statistical studies of labour 
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productivity. A major aim оГ thc whole prosrsœime of the International Bank is an 

increase in productivity through the investment of capital and through assistance in 

the formulation of long-term investment programmes. A very large part of the work 

of the FAO is aimed at improving agricultural productivity and at meeting the world' s 

growing need for forest products. Parts of UNESCO's educational and scientific 

programmes are laying the foundation for long-term increases in productivity； and 

the intimate relation between health and productivity makes the work of ШЮ ал 

indispensable part of any programme of this kind. An increase in productivity is 

the immediate object of much of the technical assistance provided under the Expanded 

• Programme. liihile appreciating the important assistance which international 

organizations can give toward increasing productivity, the ACC vrould remind the 

Council that the increase in productivity in a given area must depend mainly upon 

public and private initiative in the area itself. 

13. Of the working papers called for by the Economic and Social Council, that dealing 

with the role of labour in productivity programmes is clearly a task for H O , and that 

dealing with agriculture for FAO, and these agencies have accepted the responsibility 

for preparing these papers. Close contact то. 11 be maintained between the United 

Nations and the specialized agencies in regard to this and other rrork called for by 

the resolution in order that the resources of all the United Nations organizations 

may be mobilized most effectively. Indeed the many-sided character of the 

productivity problem and its inter-rclationship "with other problems of economic 

development make it essential that the United Nations organizations act in harmony 

in the further development of productivity programmes and also maintain continuous 

contact with other inter-governmental organizations including regional organizations 

which are activo in the same field. 

(c) International-trade 

14. The Council's resolution on productivity recognized that "the achievement of 

high levels of world productivity depends in part upon a 而rid-wide increase-in . 

international trade on an equitable and stable basis". The Council and the General 

Assembly have repeatedly laid stress on the relationship between expansion of 



international trade ánd economic development, and "the promotion of a steady groïrbh 

of international trade ifd.th due regard to achieving an equalization of international 

accounts" yras one of the programmes mentioned in the Council' s priority list. .. While 

the various aspects of the world trade problem are closely interrelated, 

responsibilities in regard to the problan of international trade as a whole 

concentrated in any one central international organ. Importarrfc aspects of 

problem of world trade are dealt with by the International Monetary Fund as well as 

by GATT, while other organs, including the regional economic commissions of the 

United Nations, are actively..concerned m t h trade problems of particular areas. 

15. The general f reeing of world trade and the restoring of the economic 'balance 'of 
“ • • . . . . • • . . • . , _ 

the world which was confidently hoped for in 1945 has not in fact come to pass. 

Although some liberalization of trade has taken place, particularly in 1950, in 

recent months many governments have introduced or re-introduced trade and exchange 

restrictions. The diamands of rearmament^ the dislocation of normal trade channels 

and" inteinai financial difficulties' in many coûritriçs
;

 have all been fac七ôrs"::îii 

the adoption of these and other measures that limit the movement of'goods amongst 

the nations. 

16. The AG С recognizes the differences that may exist amongst governments and 
” •. ： .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . , . 、 ’ . . - . • 

divergent schools of thought in different coiintries as to the approach to be taken
д 

and is not suggesting at this time any particular 'course of action or solution. 

Nevertheless, it wishes to drav»- attention to the vital importance• which an expanding 

international trade Shared by all parts of the world on an.equitable basis continues 

to present for the establishment of a lasting peace and better living standards for 

all people. ' ' 

(d) Land reform 

.. ‘ - " 

17. In the last three years, many delegations to the General Assembly and to the -

Economic and Social Council have emphasized the importance of land reform and the • 

obstacles Trhich the existing systems of land tenure in шапу countries present ..to . 

economic development. This concern has been paralleled by the discussion in . and the 

resolutions of the FAO Conference. Tho international agencies concerned have been 

are not 

the 
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called upon to undertake important additional work on this subject. 

18. Close co-operation has been maintained among these organizations. At an 

inter-agency meeting convened by FAO and rrithin the framework of AGC, to vrhich 

reference т-as made in the Gommittee
f

s last report to the Council, information was 

exchanged on each agency
1

s programme relating to land reform and arrangements were 

made for the mutual co-operation necessary to carry out these prograi-nmes. Various 

measures have since been taken to implement these arrangements - in particular, the 

single questionnaire to Member Governments enquiring about progress in land reform 

is now near its completion and the analysis of the role of co-operatives in furthering 

technical and economic progress is expected to be finished before the end of 1953. 

(e) Migration 

19. In the past six months, substantial progress has been made on the initiative of 

the ILO and in accordance with the arrangements approved by the ACC in developing 

co-operative methods between the United Nations, the specialized agencies concerned, 

the Organization of American States, the Council of Europe, the Organization for 

European Economic Co-operation and the Provisional Inter-governmental Committee for 

the Movement of Migrants from Europe. The ACG wishes however to reaffirm that these 

co-operative efforts will be effective only if supported and consistently followed 

by governments and agencies both Tjithin and outside the United Nations family. 

Information is being interchanged in Latin America on each of the agencies
1

 activities; 

joint missions are being planned to assist governments in evaluating migration 

opportunities ̂  establishing or improving administrative machinery required for 

formulating migration policies, and in developing settlement projects váiich will 

include migrants as well as nationals. Plans have been formulated for joint study 

and action to assist internationally migrant iTorkers in professional categories. 

Migration experts are working in close- co-operation with other technical assistance 

representatives in countries of emigration and of immigration. 

(f) Concerted action in the social field 

20. The Council at its fourteenth session (resolution 434 A (XIV))， in drawing the 

attention of Members of the United Nations to the report of the гтогЫ social 
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situation transmitted this report to the specialized agencies "for appropriate action /. 

within their field" and invited "their recommendations concerning the development of 

programmes of practical action in the social field." It further invited the
 y 

Secretary-General, in consultation m t h the executive heads of the specialized 

agencies concerned, to prepare and submit to the Social Commission and to the Council 

in 1953 any suggestions in this matter thatj in his opinion, would be useful to them. 

It further requested the Social Commission j in paragraph 6 of the resolution, "to 

make reconraendations to the Council in 1953 on a programme of concerted action in 

the social field in accordance with resolution 535 (VI) of the General Assembly, 

taking into account the priorities in the social field established by the Council . … 

and the opinions expressed by the States Members of the United Nations
г
 the 

specialized agencies and the Secrctary-Genoral as well as the decisions taken and 

the vier; expressed in the consideration of the report of the world social situation 

during the present session of the Council." 

21. The ACC discussed the implementation of this resolution and arranged inter-

agency consultations "with a view to assisting the Secretary-General in the preparation 

for submission to the Social Commission next March and to the Council thereafter, 

of the report requested by the Council in resolution 434 A , paragraph 5. 

22. The AG G believes that the preparation of this programme of concerted practical 

action Tri.ll provide an opportunity for seeing hoj-r far the prograiine meets the demand 

reflected in the Tj'orld Social Report and the needs voiccd by governments in the 

light of the priorities established by tho Council, and for re-orienting the 

existing procranraos accordingly. Further, it hopes that the report m i l show what, 

if any, nor: international action appears to be required to fill any important gaps, 
a n d t h a t

 it be broadly conceived, including problems, such as that of population, 

which are of major importance to social welfare and development. In shoiîing as a 

whole the social pro-raraine of tho United Nations family of organizations and the 

distribution of responsibilities among its various members, the report should also 

make it easier for governments and governing organs of international organizations 

to evaluate the international effort in the social field in its proper perspective. 
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Expanded Progrannae of Technical Assistance 

23. The Gomnittee reviewed the development of the expanded programme of technical 

assistance in the light оГ a statement nade by the Executive Chairman of TAB. The 

ACC noted the proposals for the re-organization of TAB adopted by TAG and the 

Council on the basis of the proposals put forward by the ЛСС in Decanbor 1951. 

It assumes that if and vdien further consideration is given by TAC to organizational 

matters, there will be an opportunity for consultation viith and comnent by the ACC. 
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III. GENERàL OiiG/U:IZATIONAL MATTERS 

Representation at meetings of other organizations 

24. The Gommittoe discussed the problems of representation resulting from the 

increasing number of meeting s of the United Nations, the specialized agencies and 

other inter-^ovorrmiGntal organizations dealing with matters of concern to more than 

one agency and the continuing necessity for inter-agency consultation on programme 

matters. It noted with appreciation the suggestions^ transmitted to the specialized 

agencies at the request of the Economic and Social Council，which had been made by 

tho Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions with the object of 

decreasing the expenditure for travel bj international officials (E/2306 - Annex -

Para. 7). It agreed that the most carciul attention would be given to these 

suggestions, many of vdiich v.
r

ere in fact already being applied. The executive heads 

of the agencies m t h headquarters in Europe pointed out that their problems in regard 

to representation vrould bo eased if a reasonable proportion of meetings of the United 

Nations and other agencies vdiich are of special concern to them could be held in 

Europe, 

Inter^agenoy aireements 

25. The Co№iittGe, having previously noted (E/2161, para. 29) the agreement vAiich 

was concludod botv/een ILO and the Council of Europe in November 1951，noted the text 

of the draft agrecraent which is under considoration by UNESCO and the Council of 

Europe ancl had no observations to make on the proposed text. The Committee was also 

informed of an exchange of letters bettroen the
 Т

ЛЮ Regional Director for Europe and 

the Secret ary-G ene ral of the Council of Europe. 
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IV. ADMINISTRATIVE AKD FINANCIAL MATTERS 

International Civil Service Advisory Board 

26. The ЛСС reported, earlier (E/2203, paras. 61, 62) on the action taken by its 

members to implement the recommendations contained in the first report of the 

International Civil Service Advisory Board which was on recruitment methods and 

standards for the United Nations and the specialized agencies. 

27.. The second report of ICSÁB, on in-service training in the United Nations and 

the specialized agencies, has now been received. It deals with the following 

subjects: training requirements of the various organizationsj orientation of the 

staff as to objectives and activities of the organizations and the division of 

responsibility through which these objectives can be attained; planning of a 

vigorous programme for improving the quality of supervision and management at all 

levels, training and initiation of new staff members; probationary training of 

Junior professional staff members and trainees, opportunities for language training 

after appointmentj training in standard work methods, such as correspondence style, 

use of central services, requisitioning equipment^ etc.; instruction in procedures 

for the servicing of committeesj as well as the conducting of international 

secretariat meetings; preparation for overseas assignments; and inculcation of the 

principle of active participation in a co-operative effort on the part of all members. 

The ACC has noted with appreciation the conclusions reached by the Board, and commends 

these conclusions as suitable guiding principles to be followed when in-service 

training programmes are undertaken within the various organizations. 

28. The ACC had earlier requested ICSAB (E/2161, para. 52) to stut^y the question 

of standards of professional conduct in the international service. The Board has 

undertaken a preliminary discussion of this question, with a view to drafting a 

formal report on it at its next session. 

29. The Secretary-General, with the advice and consent of the ACC, has re-appointed 

the following members for a further term of two years from 1 January 1953 s 

Mr. Th anas s is Aghnides (Chairman) , Dame Mary G. Smieton, Mr. Leon Baranski, 
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Mr. Charles H. Bland, Mr. Arthur Flemming^ Mr. Roger Gregoire, Mr. Ebbe Groes, 

Sir h . Ramaswami Mudaliar and Мгч Luiz Simoes Lopez• 

Consultations with the Advisory Committee on administrative and Budgetary Question^ 

30• The ACC held a joint meeting with the Advisory Committee on 10 October similar 

to that held a year ago, which it welcomed as affording a useful opportunity for the 

discussion between the executive heads of the specialized agencies concerned and the 

Advisory Committee of a number of questions of mutual concern. The results of this 
í • ‘ 

discussion are summarized below: 

(a) Desirability of a consolidated budget 

31» During the General Assembly
1

^ sixth session, the Joint Second and Third 

Committee and the Fifth Committee agreed that, "while study of the question of a 

consolidated budget might be in some ways desirable, the time was not yet ripe 

for action in the matter. They considered that, while continuing their current 

efforts toward improved budgetary co-ordination, the Secretary—General and the 

Advisory Goiranittee should> at an appropriate time, give attention to the question 

and place it before a future session of tho General Assembly»
1 , 1

 In its third 

report in July 1948, the ACC had expressed the opinion that "there is no advantage 

in continuing to explore this question and that the collective efforts and 

experience of the United Nations and tl>e agencies might more profitably be directed 
2 

to development of alternative methods and techniques of co-ordination"• 

32• The Advisory Committee at its joint meeting with the ACC took the opportunity 

of consulting the executive heads of the specialized agencies before deciding 

whether to report again on the question of a consolidated budget to the General 

Assembly. The ACC indicated that it still subscribed to its expression of opinion 

of July 1948 and considered that the progress made since that time in the matter of 

administrative and budgetary co-ordination had been such as to justify this view. 

The Advisory Committee expressed the view that it might be premature to place the 

question before the A s s e m b l y ^ seventh session. 
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(b) Common services and the co-ordination of services at various centres 

33. The draft report on the co-ordination of services to be submitted by the 

Secretary-General to the seventh session of the General Assembly was likewise dis-

cussed between the Advisory Committee and the ACG. While indicating that its remarks 

were of a preliminary character, the Advisory Committee expressed satisfaction at 

developments as shown in those parts of the report relating to co-ordination of 

purchase and supply in Geneva and conditions of employment for temporary conference 

staff at that centre and expressed the hope that the possibilities of a further con-

centration of services in certain other areas would be explored. The ACG agreed 

that this would be done. 

(c) Telecommunications facilities
1 

34. Consultations have been held by the ACC concerning the position of the 

specialised agencies in regard to the provisions concerning government telegrams 

and telephone calls contained in the International Télécommunication Convention. 

Under the Convention the specialized agencies are not granted the same privilege of 

sending government telegrams or making government telephone calls as is accorded to 

the Secretaiy-General and the heads of the subsidiary organs of the United Nations. 

During the consultations, emphasis was laid on the recognition of the governmental 

status of the specialized agencies accorded by the General Assembly under Sections 11 

and 12 of Article IV of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the 

The Secretary-General of the ITU, who was unable to attend the ACC meeting because 
the Plenipotentiary Conference of the ITU was in session, informed the Secretary-
General of the United Nations that, for the time being, he would have to reserve 
the position of his Organization on this question which was to be examined as a 
whole by the Plenipotentiary Conference. 

The Bank and the Fund are in a special position in this regard since their 
Articles of Agreement expressly deal with privileges and immunities for their 
communications. 
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Specialized Agencies； and the question was raised whether the International Télé-

communication Convention ought not to be modified, so as to extend this privilege 

to the specialized agencies. 

3 5 . The Secretary-General has transmitted to the ITU a statement on the question， 

agreed to with the executive heads of the specialized agencies, with the request 

that it be brought to the attention of the members of the ITU at the Quinquennial 

Plenipotentiary Conference meeting at Buenos Aires. This statement points out the 

reasons why arrangements to facilitate the conduct of governmental and United Nations 

official business should also be applied in respect to such business carried on 

through the specialized agencies and proposed that the definition of government 

telegrams and telephone calls should include those originated by the executive heads 

of the specialized agencies, 

3 6 . On tho problem of facilities and rates, the statement draws attention to the 

problem of special rates, granted in respect of government telegrams and to the 

anomaly involved in having governments pay higher rates for telegrams chargeable to 

specialized agencies
1

 budgets than are paid b y them for telegrams chargeable 

directly to their individual budgets or the United Nations budget. 

3 7 . The Advisory Committee took note of the statenient transmitted by the Secretary-

General to the ITU, and agreed that this statement was in conformity v/ith the 

General Assembly's decision that no distinction should be made between the status 

of the United Nations in this field and that of the specialized agencies, as shown 

b y the virtual identity of the relevant articles in the respective Conventions on 

Privileges and Immunities. • 

38. The question of the use by the specialized agencies of the United Nations 

telecotmnunications network is also being considered with 工 T h e Secretary寿General 

has approached this matter with two considerations in mind, namely, the fact that the 

specialized agencies form part of the United Nations system, and. that the General 

Assembly has issued directives towards securing the largest measure of common service 

arrangements between the United Nations and tho specialized agencies• Given the 
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existence in any case of facilities already set up by the United Nations for its own 

use, there is, he believes, everything to be said for a common sense approach to the 

question. The Secretaiy-General would not propose to extend the United Nations 

services to accoirmiodate the specialized agencies； he does propose, however, that the 

fullest use of existing facilities be made on the grounds of economy and practical 

advantage. 

39. The Secretaiy-General has accordingly agreed to accept messages for specialized 

agencies on the network, provided facilities are available, .and he proposes that 

agencies should reimburse costs on a pro rata basis. The ACC expressed its support 

of this position, 

40. The Advisory Committee, with whom the whole matter was discussed, felt that the 

granting of facilities to the specialized agencies accorded fully with the general 

principles of co-ordination affirmed by the General Assembly, and that action in this 

respect would， moreover， be conducive to есопощу, since none of the specialized 

agencies possessed telecommunications operating services, whereas the United Nations 

network had spare capacity; the Committee also noted the assurance given by the 

Se с re t aiy- Ge ner al that there was no intention of extending the United Nations services 

for the sole purpose of accommodating the specialized agencies• 

Postal services 

41. The Committee is undertaking certain consultations in the light of the 

resolutions adopted by the ÜPU Congress at Brussels, and by the Economic and Social 

Council at its fourteenth session, and will report as soon as it has been in a 

position to consult fully with the Director of the International Bureau of UPU# 

Convention on Privileges and Immunities of the specialised agencies 

42. The Committee has reviewed, the present position in respect of the Convention 

on Privileges and Immunities of the Specialized Agencies and wishes to emphasize the 

importance, for the successful accomplishment by the specialized agencies of the tasks 
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entrusted to them, of the widest possible acceptance of that Convention, The hope was 

expressed that those governments which have already ratified the United Nations Con-

vention on Privileges and Immunities might also find it possible to expedite 

ratification on the Convention on Privileges and Immunities of the Specialised Agencies 

and that those which have not yet ratified either Convention might find it convenient 

to ratify both Conventions together. 

Pattern of conferences • 

43. The Secretary-General, under General Assembly resolution 534 (VI), formally 

consulted the executive heads of the specialized agencies through the ACC concerning 

the recommendations for an annual conference pattern for United Nations Headquarters 

and Geneva which he is required to submit to the seventh session of the General 

Assembly. The preliminary observations of the agencies were conveyed to the Economic 

and Social Council and the Trusteeship Council at the time of the Secretary-General
?

 s 

consultation with these organs in accordance with the terms of the resolution^ 

44. The members of the ЛСС concerned wish to reaffirm the importance the specialized 

agencies situated in .Europe attach to maintaining closest relationships with the 

Economic and Social Council and their belief that the periodic meetings which the 

Council has held in Europe have proved invaluable in the maintenance of such relation-

ships • It would be particularly helpful if questions of special concern to the 

agencies located in Europe could be considered as far as possible at similar meetings 

in the future. They venture to emphasize once agáin that the satisfactory scheduling 

of the meetings of the different international organizations is largely dependent 

upon long-term and firm arrangements regarding the place and time of the meetings of 

the Economic and Social Council and that when such arrangements are made, the efforts 

of other bodies to arrange meetings in such a way as to meet most fully the convenience 

of governments and make the most rational use of conference facilities will be still 

more effective. 
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Publications
 r 

45. Recent consultations among the competent technical officials have shown that 

advantage can be derived from liaison and exchange of ideas and of information, even 

though the area in which an integration of services is feasible is limited. The 

difference in the character of the publications of the different organizations and 

in the reading publics to -#iich they are addressed，make it necessary to have 

different types of sales outlets, and pricing and discount policies have to be 

related to the differing methods of dissemination; this, however, has not prevented 

useful arrangements being reached as a result of consultations» In Geneva arrange-

ments have been made to ensure the sharing of advantageous prices and the avoidance 

of competition, while elsewhere there is a regular interchange of information 

regarding prices, and the terms secured under contract by any one organisation are 

at the disposal of all the others. Studies are in hand concerning the possibility 

of substantial сOrordination and. even centralization, at least regionally, as regards 

paper procurement. 

Copyright for works of the United, Nations and the specialized agencies 

46. The ACC has noted with satisfaction a protocol to the Universal Copyright Con-

vention concerning copyright for works of the United Nations and the specialised 

agencies which was adopted by an inter-governmental conference convened in August 一 

September 1952 under the auspices of UNESCO. This protocol assures appropriate 

copyright protection to the published and unpublished works of the United Nations 

and the specialized agencies and is in line with the proposal agreed by the ACC at 

its thirteenth session (E/2161) • Of the thirty-six governments which signed the 

Convention, thirty-five have also signed the protocol. In connexion with the 

ratification of the Universal Copyright Convention, the Committee hopes that the 

protocol will also be widely ratified。 

. I 
Public information 丨 

47. Following upon the jointly sponsored information mission to South-East Asia, 

which was referred to in the ACC
f

 s previous report (E/2203，para. 59)，detailed plans 
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for a joint mission to Latin America have now been worked out# The information 

programme for technical assistance has been further developed, and in connexion with 

the joint United Nations-UNESCO report submitted to the Council's fourteenth session 

on teaching about the United Nations, the difficulties of teaching at various 

educational levels in the face of budget reductions were discussed. Views were 

exchanged on the experience of different agencies regarding the acceptance of the 

assistance of c o m e r c i a l organizations in information activities. 

Financial and personnel matters 

48. The ÀCC considers that further progress in regard to administrative co-

ordination has been achieved during 1952• 

49• It has examined certain key provisions in regulations or in rules governing 

conditions of service, which warranted greater uniformityi these include terms of 

appointment, probation, notice and indemnity on termination of appointment, non-

renewal of fixed-term appointments, leave provisions, and selected allowances. The 

AGO agreed, on standards and policies which it recommends for the guidance of the 

executive heads of all the specialized agencies concerned, ‘ 

50. On the basis of the considerable attention given to the development of principles 

for a common social security scheme over the past two years, considerable progress 

has been made in formulating provisional standard rules concerning compensation to 

staff members in the event of death, injury, or other disability attributable to 

service• The United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund is being requested to undertake 

a survey of the best methods of financing and. funding the compensation plan contem-

plated ；the estimated cost of the survey is to be shared by the organization's members 

of the Fund* 

53U The AGO has been devoting increasing attention tc? improvement of inter-agency 

comparisons with particular reference to thé Information Annex on the budgets of the 

specialized agencies which is appended to the United Nations budget. At the same 

time the co-operative effort toward more uniform internal account systems will 

proceed» 、 
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Decisions on Administrative and Financial Questions 

The established practice of co-ordinating administrative and financial 

matters with the United Nations and the specialized agencies， has been further 

developed during the past year, Perhaps most noteworthy of the developments 

is the progress in the co-ordination of services in Geneva. The details of 

this с о-ordination were reported by the Secretary-General to the United Nations 

General Assembly in document A/C.5/504, which has not been reproduced because 

of its length. 

The portions of the report of the Advisory Committee on Administrative 
1 

and Budgetary Questions to the seventh session of the Guiieral Assembly on the 

administrative budgets of the specialized agencies for 1953 of particular 

interest to WHO are reproduced as an Annex to this document. The parts of the 
2 

report of the Administrative Conmittee on Co-ordination to the Economic and 

Social Council on administrative and financial matters which are of particular 

interest to the Organization are paragraphs 26-33， 42-46 and 48-51. 
3 

The resolutions adopted by the United Nations General Assembly on 

administrative and budgetary co-ordination between the United Nati ons. and 

the specialized agencies were as follows: 

1

 A/2287 
2

 UN document E/2340, see EBll/64 Add.l 
3

 A/RESOLUTION/56 



A . 

"The General Assembly 

1 . Takes note with satisfaction of the report (A/2287) of the Advisory 

Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions dealing with the administrative 

budgets of the specialized agencies for 1953 and of the Secretary-General‘ s 

report (А/С .5/5O4) on common services and co-ordination of services of the 

United Nations and the specialized agencies at various centresj 

2 . Invites the attention of the specialized agencies to the recommendations 

and suggestions made in the Advisory Committee
!

 s report, as well as to the views 

expressed by Members during the seventh session of the General Assembly, 

3 . Requests the Secretary-General, in consultation with the executive 

heads of the specialized agencies and with the Advisory Committee on Administrative 

and Budgetary Questions, to give continuing attention to the co-ordination of 

administrative procedures and services. 

B . 

"The General Assembly 

Noting the increase in the activities of the United Nations and the 

specialized agencies and the related increase in their financial responsibilities, 

1 . Considers that the present system for the audit of their financial 

accounts may not be the most suitable and efficient that can be devised to meet 

these increased requirements; 

2. Invites the Secretary-General and the executive heads of the specialized 

agencies, in consultation with the Joint Panel of Auditors, to review in the 

Administrative Committee on Co-ordinatic«i the present audit procedures and 

arrangements, and to make appropriate recommendations on any changes or improvements 

they may consider desirablei 



3 . Invites the governments of Member States to submit any views or 

recommendations they may have on this question to the Secretary-General for his 

consideration and for transmittal to the specialized agencies and the Advisory 

Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions; 

4. Requests the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions 

to examine the recommendations of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination 

and to report thereon to the General Assembly at its eighth session; 

5» Decides to include an item in the provisional agenda of the eighth 

session of the General Assembly entitled "Review of audit procedures of the 

United lîations and the specialized agencies". 

The Director-General will continue to make every effort to co-ordinate 

administrative and financial matters -with the United Nations and specialized 

agencies， in an attempt to establish the most effective and economical operations 

possible. 
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1953 
Dollars (US) 

UNESCO: Includes $177,6^1 for travel of delegates to conferences and 
meetings in 1952 and $238,196 for same purpose in 1953. 

WHO; Includes travel of short-term consultant (1952: $173,350； 
1953» $229,0^5)； travel of expert committee members (1952: $10^,99°» 
1953- 1 9 5 ) ； duty travel of headquarters staff ('1952： 
1 9 5 5 ； # 1 5 6 , 0 9 0 ) ; and field personnel (1952: Ф256，紅55; 
1953： $268,2b3). 

estimated as follows: 19^>2 

Dollars (US) 

United Nations 300,500 
International Labour Organisation 1 1 6 , 5 8 7 
Food and Agriculture Organization 55З,586 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and

 a 

Cultural Organization U57,592 
International Civil Aviation Organization 70,000

& 

World Health Organization 687,825 
International Telecommunication Union 11,201 
Woria Meteorological Organization 11，555 

Total $2，073Л2 蜂 

EXTRACTS FROM THE TWENTY-FIFTH EEPOET OF THE ADVISOBY COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATIVE 
AND BUDGETARY QUESTIONS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY (SEVENTH SESSION) 

World Health Organization 

19. The Advisory Committee had the advantage of discussing the 1953 programme 

and budget of WHO with the Director-General of that organization. 

20. As in previous years， total assessments ($9,852,75
1

)-) include an undistributed 

reserve of |1,3^7,659, representing the contributions of "inactive" members; if 

collected during the year, this amount would not be available for expenditure. 

21. The Committee notes that in the 1953 budget estimates information is given, 

in parallel columns, on projects to Ъе financed out of (a) the regular budget; 

(Ъ) technical assistance funds ； and (c) other extra-budgetary funds. In 

addition, information is given of estimated governments' contributions towards 

individual projects. This presentation is helpful in appraising the over-all 

expenditure for health services in the international sphere. 

Travel expenses 

5紅 . E x p e n s e s for travel of staff on official business during 1952 and 1953 are 

5 6 2 , 3 0 0 
91,383 

306,366 

0
0
6
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35» The figures in the above table emphasize the need for a strict control over 

expenditures for travel on official business to which the Advisory Committee has 

referred in numerous reports on the budgets both of the United Nations and the 

specialized agencies. In view therefore of the over-all increase in travel 

appropriations for 1955， the Committee renews its suggestion that, in addition to a 

careful review of annual travel programmes， every proposed journey should Ъе examined 

in the light of actual necessity and of possible savings from a combination of home 

leave and official business, utilization of regional staff in the area of travel, 

and other similar measures. 

56. In the Committee's opinion, approval of individual travel should rest with a 

high-ranking authority in each agency. In so far as past experience may afford 

guidance, travel records should be subjected to a careful review for the purpose 

of appraising prospective travel assignments. The Committee further suggests 

the possibility of providing for a form of inter-agency clearing arrangements 

whereby the services of staff assigned overseas would, wherever possible, be 

made available to other agencies for specific tasks. Sucia a procedure might 

yield appreciable savings on official travel. 

Arrears of contributions 

57. The question of arrears of contributions continues to be a matter of concern. 

Apart from other consequences, the non-payment of contributions within the year 

of assessment occasions the withdrawal of large amounts of working capital, and 

thus imperils the cash position of the organizations. It is therefore important 

that Member States should continue and, where possible, increase their efforts 

to make payments to the specialized agencies at the earliest possible date after 

notice of assessment. 

3 8 . The Advisory Committee suggests in this connexion that statutory sanctions 

might Ъе applied in stricter fashion, and that exceptions should Ъе made only 

where warranted Ъу special circumstances. Restraint in applying the sanctions 

contemplated in the constitution, or the financial regulations not only renders 
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such provisions meaningless but deprives the agencies of a potent instrument with 

which to combat the tendency towards late payment. 

3 9 . The further practice of adding to the budget estimates an amount equivalent 

to the anticipated short-fall of contributions Is growing, and has already been 

followed by UNESCO, WHO and FAO, The Advisory Committee considers this practice 

undesirable, although it may be justified in the case of organizations having 

"inactive" members• The effect of the practice/as regards delays in payment by 

"active" members, is to place an additional burden on those vhich pay promptly 

and in full. 

kO. In its corresponding report of 1951
1

 the Advisory Committee suggested that a 

common approach might Ъе developed by the specialized agencies to deal with this 

problem, and it is understood that the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination 

has the matter under review. 

Uniform presentation of budgets 

k2. Attention is also drawn to the need for more effective work Ъу the 

secretariats of the United Nations and the specialized agencies towards a more 

uniform presentation of budget estimates. At present, a number of different 

budgetary conceptions prevail: while some agencies go into minute detail in 

explanation of their estimates, others register only titles of exj^^diture with 

little，if any, explanatory information. In consequence, the size of budget 

documents and the type of material contained therein are strikingly varied, 

紅 5 . The Advisory Committee realizes that, in many instances, particular patterns 

of presentation are followed in view of specific instructions received from 

governing bodies or conferences of agencies. It should be possible, nevertheless, 

to place before such legislative bodies an over-all pattern of presentation to 

vhich might Ъе added，as appropriate, any special material which the legislative • 

bodies of a particular agency request. 

1 А

Л971 (paragraph 20), Official Records of the General Assembly, Sixth Session, 
Annexes, agenda item 2 8 ( a ) • 一 ™ ” — — 
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Consolidated budget for the United Nations and the specialized agencies 

During the sixth session of the General Assembly, the Joint Second and Third 

Committee and the Fifth Committee, meeting jointly, considered the following draft 

resolution^ which vas submitted Ъу Norway： 

"The General Assembly 

'^Considering the need for a consolidated budget for the United Nations 

and the specialized agencies as a means of co-ordinating and thus making 

more effective the efforts in the field of international co-operation, and 

of limiting the contributions to international organizations to a level in 

harmony vith the financial possibilities of Member States; 

"Requests the Secretary-General to study and report through the 

Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions to the 

General Assembly at its seventh regular session on the constitutional and 

practical problems in connexion with the adoption of a consolidated budget 

for the United Nations and the specialized agencies"• 

The Committees reached the conclusion that "while study of the subject might 

be in some ways desirable, the time was not yet ripe for action in the matter. 

They considered that, while continuing their current efforts towards improved 

budgetary co-ordination^ the Secretary-General and the Advisory Committee should, 

at an appropriate time, give .attention to the question and place it before a 
о 

future session of the General Assembly"• 

The Advisory Committee has accordingly given careful consideration to this 

question during the present year. It was the subject of discussion both with 

representatives of the Secretary-General of the United Nations and vith the 

executive heads of several specialized agencies or their representatives in 

connexion with the Committee
1

 s review of agency budgets for 1953. The question 

vas further considered during October 1952 at a meeting of the Advisory Committee 

and the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination. 

A/c.2&3/LЛ8-A/C .5/L . 139, Official Records of the General Assembly, 
Sixth Session, Annexes,, agenda "item 28.

 : 

2 
A/2107 (paragraph rbid. 
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li-7. in the light of these discussions, the Advisory Committee has reached the 

conclusion/ in which the Secretary-General of the United Nations concurs, that it 

would be premature to place the question before the General Assembly at its current 

seventh session。 The Committee proposes to keep the question under continuous 

review and, after consulting with the Secretary-General, it will at an. appropriate 

time make recommendations to the Assembly. 

kQ. It was suggested in a 19^8 report of ACC (e/8^6) that there was no advantage 

in continuing to explore the question of a consolidated budget, and that "the 

collective efforts and experience of the United Nations and the specialized 

agencies might more profitably Ъе directed to the development of alternative methods 

and techniques of co-ordination". At its recent meeting with the Advisory 

Committee, ACC indicated that it still subscribes to the above views, and further 

that the progress made since 19^8 in the matter of budgetary and administrative 

co-ordination among the United Nations and the specialized agencies has been such 

as to justify the suggestion put forward in that year to the effect that attempts 

at the consolidation of budgets should be abandoned in favour of the development 

of alternative methods of co-ordination. 

4-9. The Advisory Committee visbes therefore to record its opinion that, 

irrespective of the precise date when the question is again brought before the 

Assembly, the long-term view of member States on the advantages of comprehensive 

budgeting vill Ъе largely influenced^ and indeed may be determined, Ъу the 

position taken Ъу the executive heads of the United Nations and the specialized 

agencies in respect of common services and the co-ordination of services. 

Programme priorities 

50. The Advisory Committee has also given consideration to certain aspects of 

co-ordination which were discussed by the Economic and Social Council and its 

Co-ordination Committee at the recent fourteenth session, and which form the 

subject of Council resolution 紅 5 1 A (XIV) of 28 July 1952. In that resolution 
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the Council adopted a statement on priority programmes which re-affirms the 

principle that "only by concentrating the limited resources now available on 

tasks of primary importance for the realization of the objectives of the Charter 
/ 

can international action hope to achieve really substantial results". To this 

end， the Council established a tentative list of six major priority programmes, 

together with a sub-division of these major programmes into contributory 

programmes. 

51. At the same time, however, the Council made no attempt to fix an order of 

relative importance either for the major or the contributory programmes. It 

emphasized that, though listed separately, these programmes are to be considered 

as interdependent and mutually complementary. The Council also noted that the 

list as adopted was not comprehensive since both the United Nations and the 

specialized agencies are engaged in additional programmes, many of vhich are of 

great importance and should be maintained. 

52. The possibility of adopting an over-all system of priorities providing for a 

relative order of importance not only within but also between fields of competence 
i 

has been examined by the General Assembly on previous occasions, when consideration 

was given to the discrepancy or apparent discrepancy between organizations as 

regards the size of their annual budgets. A generally acceptable solution of 

this problem of determining comprehensive priorities has not so far been reached, 

nor has one been attempted by the Advisory Committee, which has considered the 

general question only in relation to the level of agency budgets as proposed or 

authorized for 1953. 

55• The position taken by the Advisory Committee on the question of the 

concentration of effort and resources is set out in the observations submitted 

to the Council during July 1952 (resolution 红 5 1 A (XIV)，Appendix). In these 

the Committee emphasizes that, while not claiming authority to deal with matters 

of policy as such, in connexion with the substance of proposed programmes, it does 

regard itself as competent to deal with the final implications of such matters 

and with possible repercussions on the total expenditure of the United Nations ajnd 

the specialized agencies. 
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Specific observations or suggestions within this limited field are contained 

in the Advisory Committee
1

 s submission to the Council. In view, however, of the 

fact that, both as regards the United Nations and a majority of the specialized 

agencies, the 1955 budget estimates were prepared before the date of the 

Committee's memorandum to the Council (2红 July 1952), it has not Ъееп possible, 

in connexion with the review of those estimates, to determine the extent to 

which effect has been or may be given to the suggestions offered by the Committee. 

55. The Advisory Committee proposes，however，during its examination of the 195^ 

estimates，to give special attention to the following questions : 

(a) Whether the budgets authorized or proposed for 195紅 by the specialized 

agencies adequately reflect, from an administrative and budgetary point of viev, 

the recommendations of the General Assembly in regard to budgetary stabilization; 

(b) Whether agency programmes are properly integrated so as to ensure 

concentration of effort and resources upon work of primary importance; 

(c) Whether, in the formulation of agencies
1

 programmes, due regard has Ъееп 

paid to the relative priority of items within programmes with a view to the 

deferment of low-priority matters; 

(d) The effectiveness and cost of the procedure adopted for the purposes 

of inter-agency (including the United Nations) consultation in programme 

matters; 

(e) The application of the criteria for priorities drawn up by the 

Economic and Social Council and the suggestions made by the Advisory Committee 

in its communication of 2b July 1952 to the Council. 

Co-ordination of services 

59. The Advisory Committee has also given careful attention to the question of 

common services and the co-ordinatioïi of services among the United Nations and the 

specialized agencies. Apart from the material on this subject which is to be 

found in the budget documents of the various agencies, as well as in their annual 

reports to the Economic and Social Council, the Committee had before it a report 

submitted Ъу the Secretary-General to the Fifth Committee (a/C.5/50^) dated 

29 October 1952. 
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60. The latter report deals mainly with the co-ordination of services at 

Geneva; subsidiary sections are, however^ included on the existing services in 

the Middle East and at Bangkok. 

6l‘ The question of a basic conference pattern at Headquarters and Geneva, which 

has an important bearing on the co-ordination of conference and other services, 

will be the subject of consideration by the General Assembly in plenary meeting. 

62. In reporting on the 1955 estimates of the United Nations
1

 the Advisory 

Committee has already referred to the economy and administrative advantages 

likely to result from a pooling of information services in centres such as 

Geneva. The Committee added the opinion that it was regrettable that the 
, 2 

Secretary-General
1

s first report on the co-ordination of services did not 

cover the various information services. A similar omission is again noted. 

65. In the opinion of tbe Advisory Committee the most satisfactory parts of 

the report are those relating to purchase arid supply (paragraphs 6 • 21) and 

conditions of employment for temporary conference staff (paragraphs 50 • 62) « 

In these areas a certain degree of co-ordination has been reached or is impending, 

and this must be recognized as a step in the right direction. 

6h. The Advisory Committee takes note of the scheme outlined in paragraphs 

8 to 11 for a Joint Purchasing Service proposed by the committee of five Geneva 

organizations, and of the initiative in this matter taken, vith the approval of 

the Secretary-General, Ъу the European Office of the United Nations, It is 

stated in the final sentence of paragraph 10 that this recommendation has already 

been approved Ъу the Secretary-General of the United Nations and Ъу ILO and WHO, 

and is now pending before the other agencies concerned. 

A/2157 (paragraph 1了8)， Official Records of the General Assembly, Seventh 
Session, Supplement Wo, 7. 
л 

A/C2&3/103 - А/С.5Л60, 
Ibid, Sixth Session， Annexes, agenda item 2o. 
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65. Apart from the advantages likely to result through, a standardization of 

supplies and equipment， the Advisory Committee considers that the scheme should 

also Ъе judged by its impact upon the staffing of the individual purchasing 

services in the participating organizations. There is a suggestion in paragraph 

9 that the Management Committee should Ъе assisted by a secretariat vhich "vould 

implement the actual details of the purchasing programme", and also a reference 

in paragraph 8 to the "possible disadvantage of introducing an additional control 

level to the existing purchasing arrangements" • These are matters of special 

concern to the Advisory Committee, which notes that the United Nations has 

offered to operate the joint purchasing service for a trial period of twelve 

months without any charge to the other participating organizations• 

66. The Advisory Coramittee also takes note of the scheme for a common supply-

service embracing three of the Geneva organizations, the United Nations，WHO 

and WMO. The proposed arrangements will cover administrative supplies and 

appear to be satisfactory. 

6 7 . As regards the library services at Geneva, to which reference is made in 

part II D of the Secretary-General
1

 s report, special attention is drawn to the 

points raised in paragraphs 42 to Wi•，vhich may Ъе summarized as follows : 

(a) Use of the United Nations Library as a central library should not 

hamper the development of agency libraries adapted to specialized requirements; 

(b) Such a development should not, however, be carried to the point where 

unnecessary staffing and other costs are incurred and the benefits of common 

services sacrificed; 

(c) It would be useful to continue joint studies on the further 

development of the use by WHO of the United Nations Library; the results of 

these studies would Ъе made known to other agencies vith specialized libraries 

in Geneva. 

68， Part III of the Secretary-General's report concerns conditions of 

employment for temporary conference staff in Geneva and other European centres • 
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There appears to be general agreement among the organizations concerned on all 

questions of salary rates and other conditions of service for staff in this 

category. 

6 9 . The Advisory Committee has also noted parts IV and V of the report 

containing surveys of services in the Middle. East and Bangkok respectively. The 

results so far achieved in the latter centre in the matter of administrative 

co-ordination are less satisfactory. The present position in Bangkok is 

described as follows in the report (paragraph 92): 

"Regarding future possibilities of arranging common services for the various 

斤 . o r g a n i z a t i o n s operating in.Bangkok, it appears that the field of such 

operations is very limited as long as all the agencies are not housed under 

the same roof. Under the present circumstances, the only additional 

.? common services which cowld be suggested would Ъе to have unified services 

regarding conference preparations and other arrangements, travel and hotel 

...•accommodation services, and possibly documents reproduction services and 

purchase and supplies. Even so, the two latter possibilities (documents 

reproduction and purchase and supplies) might be found inconvenient vhen 

put to the test of actual practice as long as the various organizations 

” 

are scattered all over the city, some of them being very small in size • 

70. The Advisory Committee is not in a position to judge whether it would be 

feasible to house these various organizations under the same roof. But, failing' 

such an arrangement, it seems reasonable to expect a consolidation of purchase 

and supply services, for example, although the report indicates that this 

"might Ъе found inconvenient when to the test of actual practice". The 

Advisory Committee considers that the test should none the less be made, through 

a delegation of the purchase, supply and other functions to one of the several 

organizations in the locality, according to the pattern proposed for Geneva,. 
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Sessions of general conferences avay from headquarters; frequency of sessions 
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71. On the question of the place of meeting of the World Health Assemblies, 

a resolution vas adopted at the last WHO Assembly (1952) requesting the Executive 

Board of WHO "to continue its studies on the holding of World Health Assemblies 

in places other than headquarters". The Board vas further requested to take note 

of the following, among other points: "that a financial contribution of 5〇 per 

cent to 75 per cent of the excess costs involved should be guaranteed either by 

the host country or by the host country in co-operation with the Member States 

of the region concerned.“ 

72* The Executive Board accordingly considered the above requests at its tenth 

session (May-June 1952)
9
 and adopted a resolution in which it invited member 

States to "consider the possibility of holding future assemblies (and the sessions 

of the Executive Board immediately following such assemblies) in their countries"， 

and recommends that the World Health Assembly at its sixth (1953) session should 

decide "to establish a fund to be called the 'Special Fund for Extra Costs of 

Organizational Meetings
x

 , which shall be augmented periodically through the 

annual budgets of the Organization* 

73» While recognizing that there may be advantages in arranging occasionally 

for technical meetings of WHO to be held in various parts of the world, the 

Advisory Committee considers that, as regards the World Health Assembly, the 

holding of sessisns away from the Geneva headquarters should not be linked to the 

creation of a special fund for such purposes. The reasons for transferring the 

Assembly session from Geneva should outweigh the administrative and financial 

disadvantages of which the General Assembly of the United Nations took account in 

recommending that sessions of general conferences should normally be held at the 

headquarters of each organization. 

了蜂• It is noted that WHO vill consider at its sixth ( 1 9 5 3 ) Assembly proposed 

amendments to the Constitution providing for biennial Assemblies• Such an 

arrangement would accord with the viev expressed by the General Assembly of the 
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United Mations in 1948 when endorsing (in resolution 210 (工工I)) a general 

recommendation of the Advisory Committee to the effect that each specialized 

agency should be .a^fced ^o :re〜'lê iít,Sbpr。.̂ âme。ib
>
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the number of formal meetings of governmental representatives and that in 

particular^ it should consider whether a full-scale annual conference is necessary. 

75 • The 1953 session of the ICAO Assembly will -be a full-scale one，and will 

be held away from headquarters. These two factors account for the increase in 

the necessary provision from $7^000 to $95^000. Reference is made in paragraph 73 

above to the policy which the General Assembly advocates in respect of sessions 

held away from headquarters The Secretary-General of ICAO explained that ICAO, 

which had decided to hold its Assembly in Europe, had expressed a preference for 

Geneva. Due, however，to previous commitments, the conference facilities at the 

United Nations Office at Geneva were not available at suitable dates, and in 

consequence the organization was compelled to turn elsewhere for a site. In view 

of the decision in favour of a European session in 1953，use could not be made of 

the United Nations conference facilities in New ïork. 

76. The Advisory Committee trusts that the work now being undertaken on the 

basic conference pattern at Headquarters and Geneva will lead to a better 

co-ordination of conference schedules in the future. 

Publications 

82. Attention is drawn to the system adopted by UNESCO whereby a comprehensive 

subscription service for all publications is offered on a flat-rate basis. This 

system has been accompanied by a substantial increase in the volume of sales and 

might be studied with advantage by other organizations. Savings have also 

resulted from the composition of certain documents in UNESCO
1

 s own workshop, a 

practice which^ as regards material of only a limited appeal，has much to commend it. 

83 • It was suggested in paragraph 42 above that efforts should be made to secure 

a broadly uniform presentation of budget material• Á similar consideration applies 

to certain other documentation^ and notably the annual reports to Conferences and 

to the Economic and Social Council. 


